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SUMMARY: 
This paper describes a model to predict light transmis­
sion in biological materials. 1be model can be used 
for any shaped sample. Scattering and absorption co­
efficients are used in the model and may be varied 
throughout the sample, thus allowing both uniformly 
distributed and concentrated defects to be modelled. 
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A U GHT TRANSMISSION MODEL FOR BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS 
ABSTRACT 
1t'IJ 1 igh't tr-ansmission model is described here in. The model 
1 i gh t source is a high intensit>'<lssumes that the 
non-diffusing sour-ce <i.e. laser>. Absorption and scattering 
Thus bothmay be given for each element.coefficents 
uniformly distributed and concentr-ated defects can be entered 
in the model. The model assumes a shper~ical shaped region 
but can be modified for any shape. 
INTRODUCTION 
Light tra.n!l>f'i'llssion 
interior quality of fruits, vegetables, anddetermining 
animal products has been firmly established. The application 
of this technique started in the 1950s and has ~ontinued 
reference 1 ist containing many of the products
since. A 
is contained in an ASAE paper by Gunasekaran et.
worked on 
Past research has generally been 1 imited to thea 1 • <1984> • 
of this method. Several researchers have tried 
app 1 i cat i on 
to e:(plain <model> i i gh t to USE!' existing 
1978;<Birth,transmission in biological materials 1971' 
Kumar and Silva, 1973). A satisfactory model has yet to be 
dt've-1oped. 
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The earliest theories to explain 1 ight scattering wer·e 
by John William Strutt, later Known as Lor·ddeveloped 
Rayleigh and Gustav Hie. Both of these theories are based on 
single particle scattering. Rayleigh scattering is accurate 
when the particle diameter is one tenth the wavelength. 
Light is scattered in a circular torus shape <Figure 1). As 
than the wavelength Miebecome 1argerthe part i c 1es 
scattering dominatos where most of the 1 ight is scattered 
Kortum <1969) reported that Theissingforward <Figure 1). 
multiple scattering of
<1950) and Hartel ( 1949) studied 
densely pacKed particles and they indicated that it is 
Two well known theories using thisangularly isotropic. 

principle are ~self-illumination~ and ~KubelKa-MunK". The 

development and resulting equations for these theories can be 

found in severa1 booKs ( l<or tum, 1969; Wend1 andt and Hecht. 

This paper reports on our
1966; Judd and Wys:zeck i , 1975) 

continuing research invloving 1 ight transmission. 

THE MODEL 
The approach that we have taken is also based on isotropic 

~ngu1ar distribution of 1 ight due to multiple scattering. 

There are two material properties that must be known for the 

They are Alpha, the scattering coefficent and Beta,sample. 

the absorption coeffient. 

We have chossen to work
constant through out the samp1~. 
~ 
with a sphere for the shape of th~ sample, though th~s model 
. 
.
.j
' 
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could be adapt~d to any geometric shape. 
Is developed in several l~vels. Level 0 is the 
The model 
within the sample do to theformation of a 1 ine source 
is the radiating of the 1 ineincident radiation. Level I 
the sample. Level II is the 
source to all points within 
in the sample.- to any other
radiating of adjacent points 
point, Pi. Level Ill and higher is the continued scattering 
(principle of level II) within the sample until steady state 
is reached. A 1 ist of symbols and definitions are on page 7. 
Level 0 
We assume that a nondifuse source of 1 ight, such as a laser 
is shined on the sample. As the 1 ight progresses through the 
sample, a 1 ine source of 1 ight is created. Cartieasian 
coordinates for the sample are alined so that the X axis is 
parallel to the line source. Looking at an incremental 
section of this 1 ine source we have the following: 
(a + 8) dx I 
I--+[ (1) L----_] 
passes through the increment, there is
the 1 i ght 
scattering and absorption taking plac@. From this we obtain 
the Eqn. 2, the light intensity any where along the line 
source. 
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Leve 1 I 
The next step is to see how the 1 ine source radiates to the 
Assuming an isotropic angular distribution of 1 ight,sample. 
as we move radially from the source, the 1 ight intensity 
reaching this point decreases do to the increasing surface 
area of the sphere surrounding the point source. The 1 ight 
Eqn. 3 is thealso undergoes absorption and scattering. 

intensity of 1 ight reaching any point, Pi 1 in the sample 

<Figure 2). 
-(a+ B)X -(a + 8)D 
e ( 3) 
4n D 
For any point, Pi, the total light intensity at that point is 
found by integrating along the 1 ine source, Eq 4. 
]r2 e-(a +:)(X+ D) (4) 
xl 
Thu~ the light intensity can be predicted for any point in 
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the sample due to the 1 ine source. 
L~ve- 1 I I 
Now taKe into consid~ration the ~ffect of 1 ight being 
scattered by adjacent points on Pi. Again, the 1 ight at each 
point is radiating equally in all directions. By integrating 
over the whole sample, the effect of all points on Pi can be 
determined. This is shown in Eq. 5 and Flgure 3. 
-(a+ 8)ldl 
e 
dv 
Leve<l III 
occuring in Level Il can be expanded toThe concept 
~dditional levels <multiple scattering> until all the input 
1 ight has been either absorped or has left the sample through 
surface transmission. 
MODEL SOLUTI (1-J 
is now being put on a microcomputer i'.nd thereforE>The mode 1 
we have no model verification at this time. Before we can 
verify the mod~1, we need the scattering and absorption 
Experiments are now being designed to obtain
coefficients. 
This involves measuring the Incident, scattered, and 
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transmi~t~d 1 ight for verY small <single cell layer) sampl?s. 
CONCLUSION 
We have proposed a model for 1 ight transmission in biological 
var i ng geometric shapes,allows formater i a1 s. 

consentrated and uniformlY distributed defects. Verification 

of the model is the next step in our worK. If the model is 
accurate, 
it will aid us in further understanding light 
tra.nsmi ssi on as tool in non-distructive testing of 
biological materials. 
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SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS 
a scattering coefficient 
~ absoption coeffici~nt 
d distance between anY two points in the sample 
D distance between the line source and point Pi 
intensity of 1 ight reaching Pi due to a 
single point on the line source 
Ii j- intensity at any point, Pi in the sample 
1 
due to level j contribution 

Il intensity along 1 ine source 

Io i~tensitY of incident radiation 

point within the samplethe i 
X distance along line source from point of incident 
Pi 
radiation 

XI begining X coordinate of the 1 ine source 

X2 ending X coordinate of the 1 ine source 

V volume of the sample 
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Smell pcrticlu: Royleigh zcattorinQ 
Lorge particllllz: Mifl sea !forint;~ 
Figure 1. Angular distribution in Rayleigh and Mie 
sea tter i ng. 
Io 
Figur~ 2. Light scattering at Level I. 
Figure 3. Light scattering at Levels JI and higher. 
